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The application of the scanning electron microscope to studies
of current multiplication, avalanche breakdown and thermal
c Wawa 1 t ,: Gen era,l, st^^dl c, mainly non-t°h^ l., .._.._.._.^

L Tnt ,t od.0 cti.on

In recent years a wealth of information, about the

microscopicopic aspects of avalanche effects has become ava ,labl(

mainly as a result of the work of the Cl.evit,e group ((1), (Z), (3)

and (4)). At the same time considerable theoretical, work has

bean done, in particular of the way m which 'hot spots' can

develop and, lead to thermal runaway (5). Most of the experimental,

work has relied on the use of refined, travelling Eight spots to obtain

information about current multiplication.. This technique is

limited, in spatial, resolution and can be time consuming, even i

its most recent form (6) which employs a laser. The scanning

electron. microscope can be used, as an ultra refined, travelling

source of el.ect,ron-hole pairs, in which the scanning is easily

controlled or automated, the resolution is high, the depth of

penetr,ration can, be varied and the excitation level varied by six

orders of magnitude. Before this approach can be generally

exploited, it is necessary to establish the relative importance in

practise of the various contrast mechanisms that can be imagined.
7
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As a suitable approach to examine these mechanisms

we selected a practical problem presented to us by a, m%croci rcuit

manufacturer. It had been found that some Read d .od.es ?.nl,endod

for use. as microwave oscillators contained sources of ex:. oss

noise and t.t. was of interest to isolate the cause of this detrimental.

effect. Thi s structure was therefore used also as a 'vehicl.r ,1 for

the more fundamental studies.

The experimental methods used are cowen.tional and have

been described fully elsewhere (7) but, in brief, consist of using

the charge collection current induced in a pn junction by a scanning

electron beam to control, the brightness of a CRT which is scanned

in synchronism with the primary beam.. In this way, 'maps' of

the charge collection signal, can be obtained. Physically the method

is analogous to the travelling light spot technique or to the processes

involved in the detection of l says, for example, by solid state

particle counters (8). In the present wore the signal, was exploited.

in two other	 swa • a with the primary beam constrained t moveY^ O	 P	 Y	 a,_ . r o ^ ve

along a prechosen line the signal is fed to the X plates of a CRT or

e
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of at), XY recorder the X deflection of which is r. ent,rolled by

the firne base moving the primary beam. In this way the

variation of the signal along the line is recorded, (b) with

the primary >>eam kept stationary at a prechosen spot the bias

on the diode is 'ramped' up to a maximum value and down, again

and the beam induced signal recorded as a function of time;, i. e.

diode bias. Where relevant, the surface of the device was

Mexamined by using the SEhi to obtain a micrograph of the surface

by using secondary electron, emission. These surface micrographs

we shall call 'emissive' micrographs in contrastcontrast to the 'conductive'

micrographs used to study the underlying junctions. Other, special

techniques are described in the relevant sections.

Finally, it should be stressed that we have limited the
r

discussion of these initial results to effects which are mainly non.-

thermal in origin.	 A clear- cut division is not possible becauseg	 p

of the interactions between non-thermal. and thermal processes.

The mainly thermal effects will be discussed in a, further paper.

2. General results

Figure l(a) shown a, schematic cross section through the

Read diodes used. The size of the active area is, in fact, about
o

100 x 100:. The Al contacts were 1, OOOA thick and the oxide

thickness was l'1k, . Figure 1(b) illustrates the cause of the a

40
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rejection of these devices. The top right hand current voltage

characteristic shows the typical discontinuities observed in the

VI curves just after breakdown. The left hand curve shows a

magnified view of the knee of the curve. Finally, figure I(b)

shows the curve obtained after the device had been damaged by

thermal runaway and is relevant to the later discussion. Examination

of the surface (figure 3(c) and at higher magnification) revealed no

details of significance, but examination of the charge-collection,

maps revealed the presence of arrays of dislocations having a three

fold symmetry. See figzire I(d). As the bias was increased local

breakdown occurred at various sites on this dislocation array. The

occurrence of these microplasmas suggested that they are not an

intrinsic property of the dislocations themselves but are associat(-d

with some secondary fault associated with the dislocations. The

sequence of micrographs shown illustrate the behaviour of the

localised breakdown as a function of bias. We were able to relate

these regions of localised breakdown to the discontinuities on the

VI curve and to the noise properties. These observations therefore

relate the fault to a mechanical defect and suggests a means of

1
1
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eliminating it by removing the mechanical defect;' , We shall discuss

the physical, origin of the mechanical defect in more detail below after

reporting further observations of the device after it had been ion -c-tc.hecl..

3, Initial observations of microplasma behaviour

3(a) Interactions between microplasmas

In figure 1(h.) there are two main microplasmas in the lower

half of the figure and a third is just evident in the top left haul. corixer,

Subsequent increase in bias leads to an increase in signal from thisq	 g

third mic :roplasma while at the same time the Si,gn.al,s from the lower

two decrease (see figure I(i)), because the voltage corresponding to

the peak signal, in these regions has been exceeded. However, still

further increase in applied bias results in a very big signal from the

top left hand corner microplasma and the current flowing through this

region appears to affect the voltage distribution at the other two. We

I
can explain the sudden increase in signal, (see figure I(j)) from the

two lower regions if we assume that the current flow at the upper
i

regions lowers the voltage drop across the lower regions. Th,s

interaction behaviour has to be taken into account when interpreting

the :results of voltage ramp studies from a fixed location.

I
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3(b) Thermal effects associated with microplasmas
I

Further increase in device bias leads to changes in contrast

which appear to be related to thermal effects. Consid ,;%.r figure I(k),

for example. The contrast at the microplasmas changes to the

circular regions shown in more detail in figures I(l) and (m) at higher

magnification. In addition there is a general loss of signal from the

bulk, of the active area. These changes do not occur immediately

after the application of a bias increment, but, depending on the

magnitude of voltage increment, take seconds or tens of seconds.

These effects are reversible and can be repeated as the voltage is

cycled. However, if the bias is further, incr. easedo the 'black' region

it), the centre of the active area increases In 'blackness' and exteut.

When --', t reaches the region of the lower left hand microplasma the	 I
device 'runaway' and the VI curve becomes degraded to the extent

shown in figure I(b). The appearance of the device after damag- is

shown in figure I(o) (a conductive map) and in figure I(p) (an emissive

micrograph of the surface immediately after damage). It is apparent

that a highly conductive channel has developed across the junction and

that this channel involves both the site of the lower left hand micro.-

plasma and the top contact. The nature of the damage was revealed

in more detail by ion-etching.

.00W
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3(c) Results obtai:i d Lei etching

The observations of the damage regions arcs obscured by

the surface 'debris' left as a result of the thermal runaway. In

order to examine the damage regions in more detail the 'debris'

and the surface layer was removed by ion etching, The method

used is a slightly more controlled version by the method pioneered

by Stewart (9) and later by firoers (10). The ions used were argon

ions accelerated to 5kV. A current of the order of 10- 5 amps was

focussed into a preselected area of the order of T mm. The etching

time was approximately	 g30 minutes. Figure 2 shows the results

obtained, Figures 2(a) to (d) are surface micrographs of the device

studied in figure 1. A second device was used to obtain the

micrographs in figures 2(e) and (f). It is apparent that;, an each

I
case, the damaged region consists of a 'furrow' with material

'heaped up' at the furrow edge. The furrow connects the localised

region where the thermal runaway began with the metal bond. In

each case the runaway began, where a dislocation or dislocation group

was situated. This is shown particularly clearly in figures 2(c) and

(f). The runaway occurred when the dark region of Tow signal interacts
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with the microplasmas inherent at the dislocation regions i. e,

when the dark region, (see figuze l(n)) reaches the microplasma

region. We believe that the; darkened region is associated with a

temperature rise associated with Joule heating..

Another observation of importance can be seen in

micrographs 2(a) and (d) in which the y diode studied had been

relatively deeply etched. This observation concerns the fact that

iow-ruched etch-pits are observed well outside: the active p+ region.

This observation is relevant to the question of the origin

of the dislocations causing the micropl,asmas and the associated

noise. This question "is discussed in the next section.

4. Initial discussion

These x esults provide information about the origin of the

dislocations responsible for the excess noise observed, some

features of microplasma behaviour and about possible causes of

thermal runaway. We now consider each in turn.

There are two possibilities for the origin of the observed

dislocations. One is that the dislocations are related to the

1

r
r
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tetrahedral arrays of stacking faults observed in epitaxially deposited
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material grown on poorly prepared substrates (11). The other

possibility is that the dislocations are arrays induced by heavy

doping during diffusion. 	 The probability is that the dislocations

are stacking faults. The evidence in support of this idea is that

(1) the iron etching studies (see :figure %) show that the dislocations

occur well outside the diffused areas and (2) the doping level used
R

in the ,p+ region is m % 3 x; 10 18 cm  which is too low for they formation
ix

of diffusion induced dislocations. Attempts to confirm these

observations by measuring the size of the triangular defects and

correlating this to the known thickness of the epitaxial laysr were

unsucc:esshil because of the variation in size of the triangular defects.

ii At high diode currents the contrast observed at the 'core'

or centres of the p. ,:dominant microplasmas changes into circular
qk

R

patterns which apparently vary in character from one microplasma.

to another. See figures 1 (o) and (n). The degree of the circular

symmetry of this high current contrast is striking. It is reversible

and appears to be related to thermal effects. As it is possible that

this contrast could reveal information about localised defects and

the way in which they cod r,bute to thermal runaway it is important
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to investigate the way in which this contrast depends on the physical.

parameters of importance to localised breakdown.

The onset of perman`nt damage appears to be associated

in this case with an interaction between bulk joule heating and the

core of the microplasma. Bute before this idea can 'be substantiated

it is necessary to confirm that the region of dank signal seen in

figures l(k) and (n) for example, are in fact, due to an increase in

temperature.

To provide further evidence on these and other points the

more detailed, observations on microplasma behaviour described

in the next section were made.

5. More detailed studies of microplasma behaviour,

5(a) Behaviour at low currents

The complexity of the observed behaviour at high currents

meant that we had to study the behaviour at low currents i. e. at

currents below those at which bulk thermal effects occur. On ly

by first understanding results in this regirre can we hope to under-

stand the importance of thermal effects and to apply the method to

thermal runaway studies. Figure 3 shows more detailed studies

of one of the head diodes used in this work. In this sequence the

t
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diode bias and the beam voltage were kept constant and only the beam

current varied in the manner indicated in the caption. The system

gain was varied to keep the output signal within the working range

of the film. The bias voltage chosen was just beyond the knee in the

VI curve.. There are two interesting observations in this sequence,

one is that the contrast behaviour from one localised region is

dependent on the excitation level ui^ed. This is very apparent for the

main micropla.sm,a (marked A in figure 3)vfor the subsidiary row of

defects (B in figure 3) associated with the dislocation network and

for the smaller microplasma(marked C in figure 3.) The second

interesting observation is that, the relative signals from different areas

also vary with the excitation level used. This variation means that it

is necessary to do very careful studies indeed if we seek to examine

the extent of microplasma regions in depth by var ying the beam voltage.

Because, not only does the mean depth of penetration vary as the beam

voltage is changed, but the excitation level changes as well. As a

result a depth dependence of signal occurs in conjunction with an

excitation dependence.

5(b) Quantitative observations {i line scans

Figure 3 does not indicate the full magnitude of this excitation

I
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dependence. To obtain this information the line scans shown in

figures 4 and 5 were obtained along a line through the microplasma

A and the line of defects marked B in figure 3. In order to relate

the given curves to the VI characteristic we have included the

current voltage characteristic in figure 6. The main features of

these observations can be summed up as follows:-

(1) At low excitation levels (i. e. Ib w 3 t 1 x 10 -13 amps at 15

kV) each regions acts independently of the surrounding regions.

Very high values of current multiplication were obtained from

regions where defects had caused an enhancement of the field (at

microplasmas). Under these conditions all the inherent variations in

current multiplication are observed, each region giving an increasing

signal at first as the bias is increased and then a rapidly decreasing

output as the bias is further increased.

(2) As the excitation level is increased somewhat the height

of the major multiplication peaks decreases compared to the signal

from the bulk of the active area. At the same time the effective area

of the major peaks extends. As a result some of the peaks merge and

some of the .variations observed at lower beam currents are not

observed.

1
1
1
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'	 (3) As the excitation level is increased further the signal

behavioA r from the centre or 'core' of the more predominant micro-

plasma changes in character. The main changes are shown schematically

ffi in figure 7. At low beam currents the line scan across the major defect

consists of a single peak which increases in height as the bias is

increased, but varies little in shape and extent except at very high

biases where a small 'dip' occurs at the centre.	 See figure 7(a).	 At

somewhat higher beam currents the 'core' signal develops further

structure. As the diode bias is increased the 'dip' first develops in the

centre and then a subsidiary 'halo' develops around the central minimum.

See figure 7(b). Subsequent increase in bias voltage results in an increase

in. the depth of the central minimum so that the halo ultimately disappears.

At higher beam currents this sequence is repeated more rapidly as the

bias is increased so that at the higher bias levels the core signal appears

as a deep minimum surrounded by a bright annular peak signal.

(4) At the highest beam current levels the signal from the main

microplasma is diminished,so that it is equal or less than the signal from

the bulk area. Under these conditions the core signal from the main

microplasma consists of central peak surrounded by a halo of reduced

signal. See figures 5 and 7(e).

.0OW
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In general these measurement.-s wr-re discontinued at biases before

th(-, dr-vik,e b(-c-.am(- unstable dur-.. to excessive Joule heating. The

maY'mi,--m variation expE.,rienccd due to Joule heating is shown by the

sba,ded a r ea in f i gu re 5(b), Usually thc graphs shown are r(z)iabI(-,, to

w Vhin. 2 to 3 *timr- s the width of the lines in the drawing. This reliability

was checked. p(-- riodically by repeating certain of the line scans.

5(0 Quantitative obsey.vations (2) stationary beam studies

To compl(4e. the information about, the, excitation dependence we,

-usc-d. a., staticnary eler.tTon. beam and obtained the chatge collection, signal,

as tbr- bias voltage was ramped through the voltage corresponding to the

peak si gnal, The values of the., peak signals obtain(nd l%t two beam voltages
I

shown in figure 8. The behaviour is very variable, depending on the

site chosen. Consider a site in the centre of the main microplasma.

With a, beam voltage of 15kV the peak signal, is approximately constant

indrvpendent of the beam carxent used except at the higher beam currents,

whoae there. is a slow increase in signal with increase in current. By

way of contrast the signal from a bulk region remote from any microplasma

increasrns proportionately with the beam current. The behaviour from a

I

'f
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small(--r microplasma lies intermediate between these; two extremes.

,A, a. beam voltage of 5kV. the signal from the main microplasma is

again constant,:independent of beam current, whereas both the. bulk

signal, and the signal from the other microplasma studied increase
14

r ou.Wr y as I	 with . 5-",x -° . 7.

Dat a derived from figure 8 and other studies are shown in figure

4 where the. e.ffer;tive maximum multiplication is plotted for each of

fbe, rc.g?ons studied. To a first order approximation the values

r>Eta, -̂.r+ed fTOM the large microplasma vary according to the equation

M ff x beam watts %-constant where the constant increases with

d,er;rease in beam voltage. 	 This expression is reasonably well

rbeyc,d, at all beam voltages except at very low beam voltages and

vc.,r .y low beam curients where there is some evidence that the very

high values of the multiplication obtained lead to a saturation effect.

Th.e bulk rctg .on, shows the inverse relationship only at high, wattage.

,A, : lower wattages the effective multiplication increases only slowly

wit;h decrease in wattage although there is some indication that, at the

lowest watta.gesjM begins to increase rapidly again. For the bulk

region this behaviour is observed at both 5 and l5kV.

R
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By way of contrast the behaviour of the small, ami.croplasma is

sensitive to changes in beam voltage. At l5kV the behaviour of this

region follows that of the large microplasma whereas at 5kV the

behaviour is that characteristic of the bulk region.

5(d,) Temperature measurements by infra-red microscopy

We used an infra red microscope to confirm that localised

hca.t;ng occurred at microplasmas. The IR microscope was used in

a conventional way to measure the total radiance from a selected area,

The devices used were studied after a thin layerof carbon had been

evaporated onto the surface to increase the surface emissivity. Only

approximate estimates of the absolute temperature can be obtained as

the emissivity is known only approximately and was taken as 0. 9. The

experimental, procedure adopted was to use the SEM to locate the

microplasmas in a given device and to determine the voltage at which

the microplasmas turn on. Subsequently, the temperature distribution

around the microplasmas was measured with the bias kept constant at

a value such that the main microplasmas were 'on'' but such that the

bulk Joule heating was not sufficient to damage the device or cause

instabilities. The results are typified by noting that, with a room

^.
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temperature of 24-E' oC and a bulk junction temperature of 34 0C the

temperatures of two microplasma cores on one device were 400C

and 50 0C. Bearing in mind that these measurements were taken with

an optical system which integ;.ates over 14 microns these estimates

of the local temperature enhancement must be regarded, as sower

limits to the true peak values,

6. Interpretation

6(a) General background

It is generally assumed that the processes occurring at micro-

plasmas are basically the same as those occurring in bulk breakdown

except that they differ in degree because of localised variations in

field strength etc. To date it has been a satisfactory approximation
I

I	 to regard an, avalanching element of the device as a current source with

three components to the series resistance associated with it:-

(a) The spreading resistance. 	 This component arises because

of the small diameter, D, of the element and can be written as

Rsp ,/2D where ► is the resistivity of the bulk regions.

(b) The space charge resistance. This component arises because

the high field in the avalanching region separates the electrons and

holes and so creates a dipole field which opposes the applied field. The
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equivalent resistance can be written (12) Rse W / 2gV°dA, where W js

the width of the junction, V  is the limiting drift velocity and A is the

area of the element considered.

(c) The thermal 'resistance'. This contribution has its origin, ill

the temperature dependence of the breakdown voltage i. e. as an element

heats up its breakdown voltage increases and so its current carrying

ability under constant bias decreases, i e, its resistance increases.

For completeness a shunt resistor, R s , should be included in the

circuit in the present context to take account of the fact that some of thy:

electron beam induced excitation can be neutralised by internal processes

and so does not contribute to the current in the external r.ircuit. For

the present we shall neglect this shunt resistor and collect the various

series contributions together to give a total series resistance RI  Which,

if the element considered is the whole diode, can be related to the slope

resistance of the diode. This series resistance determines the shape

of the multiplication against voltage curve. Initially as the voltage is

increased, the field and, therefore, the current multiplication increases,

But once the diode element begins to pass a significant dark current

another situation develops. Firstly, a finite voltage drop develops

across the series resistance which tends to limit the field that can be

i

i
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applied to the avalanching region and so limits the multiplication of

the beam induced carriers. In addition, at voltages above breakdown

the number of dark carriers reaching a given element increases

because of multiplication in the surrounding elements etc. As a

result the photocarriers hai.-e to compete with the dark current, or, to

put it another way, an increasing proportion of the photocarriers arrive

when the element is avalanching and so cannot be multiplied. Therefore
F

the effective multiplication drops. In addition, when the applied bias is
t:

increased beyond a given value under certain conditions of excitation

'.a
	 the increment of voltage appearing across the series resistor is greater

than the increment in the applied voltage. As a result the voltage across

the avalanche region drops and the multiplication falls (13). As a

result of these effects the multiplication curve as a function of voltage

f

	 takes the form shown in figure 10(a).	 This figure also shows the way

.,	 in which temperature effects the curve. In brief an increase in

temperature increases the value of the voltage at which the peak occurs,

the peak value is lowered a little and the breadth of the peak increases

marginally (14).

These observations can be used to explain the experimental data

described in section S.
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Inteer]2 1,ation of the contrast effects observed at a
micraglasma core,

It is most convenient to consider first the relatively complex

effects at moderate excitation levels. We have already outlined in

section 5(a) how the signal from a given: element varies as the bias

is varied. This variation is shown in figure 10(a) together with the

way in which the curve varies with temperature. We can use these

facts to interpret the observed contrast. Consider the idealised

situation, shown in figure 10(b) where the local breakdown voltage

varies linearly with distance. With the applied voltage set at the

value shown in figure 10(b) the signal will vary in the manner shown

m :figure 10(c). The numbers shown in figure 10(b) correspond to

those in figure 10(x.). The above description is adequate provided

there is no temperature variation across the core. Let us consider

the, case where the temperature increases  monotonically towards the

core centre. If this is the case the local breakdown voltage curve

will follow one of the forms shown in figure 10(d) depending on the

local temperature distribution. With this kind of distribution the

multiplication signal will take one of the forms shown in figure 10(e).

11,

I
ii
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This model, which relies on the variation of V  with junction

thickness and the j ►ariatiok of V  with temperature (the thermal

resistance discussed in the literature and in section 6(a)), can

explain the sequences shown in figure ?(b), (c) and (d). However,

further explanation is necessary of the excitation dependence of this

effect in particular it is necessary to explain why these relative

complex patterns are observed only over a given range of excitations

and not at low excitations except at high bias and not at all at high

excitations.

At high excitations the observed contrast probably arises

because there is a thermal interaction between the surrounding

elements which are passing a large current as well as the microplasma

core. In this case the 'bulk' Joule heating may be enhanced locally by

the local heating in the microplasma core. The envisaged situation

is shown in figures 10(f) and (g) where the combined thermal resistance

and the built in field variation produce the variation of Vb shown in

figure 10(g), With the applied bias set at the value shown in this

figure the charge collection signal will vary in the manner shown in

figure 10(h). This situation explains the situations shown at high

biasses in figure ?(e). It is also consistent with the observations of

the manner in which thermal runaway occurs. (See section 3(b)).

1
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The relative absence of these effects at low excitation may, at

first sight, be related to the possibility that the beam itself causes

some heating. With a 20kV beam and current levels o f between 1013
.l7

and 10 amps remaining on the microplasma for a time T between

2 x 10 -9 
T to 2 x 1013 T watts are delivered by the beam to the core,

This figure has to be compared with some 10 -3 watts resulting from

the dark current flow (e. g. at microplasma carrying 10:^& at 100V).

Therefore with a scwming beam this 'beam heating' is likely to be of

minimal importance. Therefore we still have to explain the behaviour

at low excitations. At present we have no clear indication of the

additional factor which has to be incorporated into the model to

explain this dependence.

b c Interpretation of peak values of Meff

The basic idea that is exploited here is that each incoming carrierP	 g

has a finite chance of causing a burr.;t of multiplication.	 This

probability decreases as the fraction of the time the microplasma is

'on' increases.. As a result the beam induced multiplication reaches

a limit .ng i. e. peak value.	 The multiplication is defined by

MeffM = I(V)/ 1(0) = 1101 qNo	, ........ eq. 1
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where ll is the current; carried by the microplasma in the fully 'on'

condition, A is the fraction of time the microplasma is 'on' and No

is the number of beam induced electrons reaching the area per second.

The peak value will occur when Ol l so that

Mpeak	 11 / qNo	Eill gVplpf(Vp)....... eq. 2

where E  is the ionization energy, V  is the beam voltage, I  is

primary beam and f V is the fraction, collected b thethe pz^ "	 y	 ( p) '	 YmicroplasmaP

region. Equation 2 explains some of the observations shown in figure 9.

Consider the main microplasma. In general terms M peak II ,s

	

s̀ 	 IM

proportional. to ( VpIp) in accord with equation 2. The dependence on

f(Vp ) is also as predicted at l5kV and 5kV in. that f(V p ) appears to be

	

t,	 independent of I  as is normally assumed.	 In addition f(V p) decreases

as V  is decreased in accord with the assumption that the microplasma

l cor.Cl is relatively deep i. e. of the order of the penetration distance

of a l5kV beam or greater. However, the results at AV seem to

require an additional assumption to fit the observations. 	 The fact that

Mpeak falls off less rapidly thay^ ( P P.pidl	 V I ti l at low excitation levels could
)

be interpreted on the ides, that, at AV, f(V p) is a function of Ip. The

apparent dependence required is that f(V p) varies as Ip	where 3 rte(.
zr
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It is possible that this departure from the usual behaviour is

due to thep resence of fast surface states at the silicon surface.

In the present. context these fast states can act as an additional sink

for free carriers and so compete with the junction cliarge collection

This f ,	 only b, importantfor l w beam energiesprocess.	 T	 of ect wall. n y e 	 o	 e rgies

It, would, also be excitation dependent in that the fraction of the beam

induced carriers lost; to the charge collection process through surface

recombination will vary with the density of carriers injected. compared

to the density of suitable surface states. 	 The best way in which this

possibility can be studied is by using a structure in which the surface

voltage canbe varied by means of a gate contact.

The behaviour of the bulk region is different in that the increase in

Mpeak with decrease in excitation level is not maintained at low levels.

In terms of equation 2 this result implies that either 11 or f(V ) is
p

dependent on the excitation current.	 It is unlikely that f(V ) is
p

dependent on I	 as there is no evidence known. to the authors indicating
p

that such a dependence has been observed or has been suggested in

explanation. of other data. 	 It is of interest to consider whether IcanI
vary with Ip .	 In this context it must be remembered that the elements

surrounding the point examined are avalanching at the same time, in
x
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	 rmitrast , to the siluation at a microplasma which is, in essence,

an isolated avalanching region in a non avalanching background. It

is possible that an interaction, between the bulls 	 could lead

to a variation of 1 1 with excitation if the degree of interaction is

dep(ridetit ot) cxritailon level. If, at high excitation lave 1s, beam

irdur(d carriers (an, in cffect, diffuse into adjacent area and causc,

I-1111 I f-I P1 I C ation 1 1 would mr.rease with ourront. 	 Fi-Ally, if this

off(-;cf.	 at high (;ux'rents tbe', form of the M peak against

wal.*,ag(-, curvc- could talce, the form shown in, figure 9.

T', is obv.ious flat if we impose a coupling mechanism between 'the

axafan(;bing c-,Iements and. stipulate that the coupling efficiency can

vaxy from site to sitet we can obtain a whole variety of behaviour

thr, two extremes shown in figure 9. The behaviour of Ole

small., mP,, ropl.asma is thus explicable except in one aspect. 	 The

qaf.st-Jon. ro.ma,tris as to why, on. this modc-1, the, coupling mechanism

va.r 6s in ef-fir-iency as the depth of the beam varies. At 15kV the,

coap4ng m(- ,r;hanism appears to be relatively in0ffect ve compared to

a 5kV beam. At first sight this is an unexpected resuft as it seems

more probable that a beam with deeper pentration would. lead, to more
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effective coupling. In the absence, of other indications the behaviour 	 I
of the small microplasma would lead us to query the importance of

the coupling process. but we know from voltage 'ramp' studies that

a c ouplin g mechanism is probably operative, because two or more

peaks in the multiplication against bias voltage curve and a simple

explanation can be obtained in terms of as coupling mechanism (14),

We also know from Haitz's work that an optical. coupling mechanism

can operate over distances of up to 1, 8 mm. (4). It is also possible

that inter actions can occur because current flow through one region

can, effect thc voltage distribution at another. In vii ew of these

supporting indications it is apparent that more work is required to

establish the, validity of this idea and the way in which the details vary

from region to region.	 These studies are best made in connection

with voltage ramp studies of thermal effects.

7. Summary and conclusions

The main conclusions can be summa3,,Ased by the &zl', ,,wing list-,-

(1) The excess noise in the Read diodes studied is aspiociated

with a dislocation network existing in the diodes.

(2) The noise is not an intrinsic property of the dislocation

network but is caused by microplasmas associated with the network.

low.
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(3) Tht uxact; origin of the microplasmas is not known but it

,44's lfkely 'hat a s(-,(,.oiid phase associated with the dislocation array

is (husing loralisr-d, fi ,eld. enhancernent.

(4) The ,ai4se of the dislocations is not definitely known, but.

thc .,, on,r,, (- ,nsu,s of the (.,.vidr--.nc e is that; the ax ray is due to insuff ici(nt

care gin, subsf 7taf^- preparation with the result that tetrahedral arrays

of stackm'g faifl,fis are. nucleated at the inteiface, between substrat(--^

and rp,; Paxial growth.

(5) The contTast features of the microplasma l oores' are

t,Ompl,(-,x but in the main can be. interpreted in terms of a localised

I
fii4d.	 together with localised heating.

(6) Th(., presence of the localised heating at the microplafima

has b(-:,,(.,n, r,, onfitmed, by infra red microscopy.

(7) The variation of breakdown voltage with temperature can be

us(-A to obtain information. about, the bulk temperature, distribution

j2p, the. devi.( ,,(-;. Although further work is needed to establish the worth

of the m(--:thod it has already shown that the onset of thermal "zaway

in fhese devices occurs when the bulk Joule heating interacts with the

localised h6atmig at a microplasma ' core' to cause an unstable hot spot.

(8) Measurements of peak multiplication have been made over a

far wider range of excitation levels than has been hitherto possible.
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The behaviour, both in the bulk and at microplasma 'cores', can

be complex and suggests that the currently accepted model of

avalanche behaviour may need modification in detail, by introducing

an excitation dependence of some of the parameters usually assumed

to be independent of excitation level. 	 The origin of this excitation

dependence is not known but may be related to coupling between

avalanching 'cells'.

(9) This complexity of the excitation dependence makes it

difficult, not only to gave a unique interpretation, to the observed

contrast, but complicates the examination of hot spots in depth.

Because, as the beam penetration is increased, not only does the

thickness of the layer euxamined increase but also the excitation level

in the upper parts of the layer changes. 	 Therefore the changes in

relative signal from the various parts of a hot spot which occur when

the penetration is varied can be due to both causes. 	 From this	 ?

compounded signal we have to seek to establish the multiplication as

a function of depth at a constant excitation. Because of this

Y

interpretative problem we are establishing a second approach in parallel,

in which the SEM is used to locate the microplasmas, the devices are

p#
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then sectioned at right angles to the junction to bring the micro-

I
	 plasma cores within about 10IIt of the sectioned surface and then to

examine the core 'sideways on' rather than in depth, This method

replaces interpretative difficulties by experimental problems.

With this combination of methods the best chance of examining

the details of localised breakdown is achieved,
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Captions to Figures,

91. wr q 1	 (a) line diagram showing the cross section of the

devices studied, (b) VI characteristics of the device

before and after damage by thermal runaway. (c)

Emissive micrograph of the device surface; (d)

conductive micrograph of the device taken at zero

volts bias. (o) to (R) conductive micrographs taken

at 64. 5, 100. 4 1 104. 7, 108. 8 0 111. 3, 115. 1, a:ad

118, 1 volts respectively, (1) and (m) are magnified

views of parts of (k); (n) conductive micrograph taken

at 119 volts, (o) conductive micrograph taken after

the device had been damaged and (p) the corrcapoading

emissive micrograph of the damaged device,

igur e 2 Ion etching studies of damaged devices. (a) General

view of a damaged device, after ion etching, (b), (c)

and (d) magnified. views of part of the diode shown in (a);

(e) and (f) emissive micrographs of the device studied

in figure I after ion etching.

Figure 3 Conductive micrographs of another Read diode showing

how the observed contrast is excitation level dependent.



.&Lr e 4 Line scans taken along the line through the

microplasma marked A and the line of defects

marked B in figure 3.	 The sequence marked (a) was

obtained with a , 15kV beam carrying	 3 x 10-
1 i 

41111I)h

wh., reas (b) was obtained with	 3 x I0" 12
  
amps at tll(-

same W.

Vi gar o .5 Contiauation of the data shown hi figure 4(c)

excitation current	 2, 0 x 10 -9
 
amps;	 (d) exe.itatiot,

current = 2. 0 x 10	 amps.

1,*j,jzure 6 The current voltage characteristic for the diode studied

in figures 3, 4 ard 5.

Vi y, ̂ ii	 7 Schematic drawings 01owitig tiara rnain obanges in

contrast at a microplasma 'core l as the diode bias aml

excitation current i s varied.	 (a) With low excitation

currents, (b) with slightly higher beam currents under

the lowor diodebian (^!ondifikinFs-	 of (b)

at increasingly high Was (d) and (e) repe;ilm ofilie

previous behaviour at higb and very , higbbeam currotil m,

..00
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Figure 8	 Plots of the peak charge signal against beam

current for 3 regions. 	 The main microplasma is

that marked A in figure 3, the small microplasma is

that marked G and the bulk region is the 'dark' region

near the edge of the device above the main microplasma

in figure 3,	 (a) Taken at a beam voltage of 15kV, (b)

taken at SkV.

Figure 9	 Values of the peak multiplication obtained from the

data in figure 8 and from further measurements.

Figure 10	 (a) Idealised curves of M against bias as a function of

temperature, T 2	 1T ; (b) postulated distribution of

breakdown voltage, Vb , at a microplasma core in the

ah.3ence of heating relative to the applied voltage, a

(c) the charge collection signal corresponding to the

situation shown in (b) 	 (d) corresponding to (b) but

-owing for various degrees of local heating; (e) the

 llectl	 'n	 to thechargecollection	 vn signals correspondingvarious

cases shown in (d); (f) components to overall variation,

of Vb , Vb(T) ,= variation due to temperature change,

ii
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V  (z) = built-in variation; (g) total, variation of

Vb as a function of position relative to applied

voltage; (h) charge collection signal corresponding

to (g).

I
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